
 

 

• Sales/Invoicing - Pick orders using  hand held 
devices. Ensuring that your customers receive 
the stock they ordered.  

• Goods Receiving - Use FenyaWM to ensure 
that your suppliers are delivering the correct 
stock and minimize admin and paperwork in  the     
process. 

• Stock Take - Reduce capturing errors and admin 
work while gaining insight into your stock levels. 

• Credits - Capture credits against the original tax 
invoice and ensure accuracy in the process. 

• Returns to Suppliers - Capture returns against 
the original supplier invoice while reducing      
admin and paper work. 

• Stock Transfers - Reduce paper work and      
operation delays with real time stock transfers, 
using a hand held device. 

FenyaSoft’s Warehouse Management Solution is an Android-based system that is specifically designed 

to optimize your general warehouse operations. Incorporating hand-held barcode devices, FenyaWM 

will reduce processing times, increase general efficiency of your operations and at the same time       

dramatically improve accuracy in all operations. FenyaWM has been designed to integrate seamlessly 

with Sage Pastel making FenyaWM a truly one of a kind system. 

• Mobile Sales - The ultimate sales rep’s      
companion. The Mobile Sales module enables 
reps to sell goods on the go, print customer  
invoices and capture returns, all while           
updating Sage immediately on the spot. This 
module gives you a real-time look at your 
sales activities outside of your office doors. 

• Stock Details - This simple module is a handy 
tool for larger warehouses. Simply scan your 
product and FenyaWM will give you stock-
levels, pricing and other information for the 
scanned product. 

• Dispatch - Give your customers and yourself 
peace of mind knowing that the correct stock 
is being delivered. 

• Full wireless capability, therefore no additional 
and tedious cable layouts needed. 

• Devices can be used all over the country,       
outside of your Sage network. 

• Offline mode capability. Meaning that devices 
can still be used even in times of load shedding or 
loss of internet connectivity. 

• FenyaWM is designed to handle serial numbers 
and lot numbers 

 

• Additional Reporting includes: Stock Take 
Variance History, Track Order Picking Times, 
User Productivity Reporting and many more! 

• Scanner Auditing - FenyaWM gives you the 
ability to trace any transaction back to the  
user, device and the second it happened.    
Adding accountability to your warehouse. 
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Stock counts loaded into Sage within seconds!  
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